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The next important step in changing your oil replaces the oil filter. Remember, the oil filter keeps all the excess slide and grid that captures the oil while lubricing the engine. Changing the filter is essential for car maintenance because without a new oil filter in place, new engine oil will go through the old
filter, making it dirty and less effective. You can check your car's tutorial to find out which size filter you need. They can be purchased at any car maintenance store for about $5, or up to about $20 for performance filters. When you're under the vehicle draining the oil, the oil filter finds up. It will be
cylindrical and can be blue, white, black or orange, depending on the brand. Use the oil filter wrench, available at any car maintenance store, and turn it counterclockwise to loosen the filter. The old filter will be hot oil in it so be careful when taking it off. One turn with the wreckage must leave it enough to
turn it off the rest of the way manually. Advertisement Before installing the new oil filter, first take a little clean oil and rub it around the rubber gasket of the new filter. This will help to block the new filter sniff on the engine. For good vehicle maintenance, it is also a good idea to use a rag to clean up any
excess oil around the area where the filter screws on the engine. Take the new filter and screw it on the engine block manually. Once it snugs, it stiffens with the oil filter wreckage. It should take about half to three-quarters of a turn to get it firmly in place. Remember, you want to filter on tight, but don't
make it over-tightened; you can damage the filter and cause it to leak. On the next page you learn how to fill your car's engine with the right amount of oil. The oil filter must be changed or cleaned at the beginning of the heating season and approximately halfway through the season - three or four times a
year [source: NationalFurnace.com]. Here's how to clear or replace the filter: Step 1: Close the oil shutdown valve between the fuel tank and the filter. Step 2: Screw up the bottom or cup from the filter housing removed and remove the filter. Step 3: If the filter is dispatchable, insert a new one of the same
size and type. If your oven has a permanent filter, clear the filter according to the manufacturer's recommendations. Step 4: Replace all old filter gaskets with new ones. Step 5: Screw in the bottom of the housing and make the oil shutdown valve. Some oil furnaces have a pump strainer, which is located
on the pump attached to the surf/blister unit. Clean this strainer when cleaning the oil filter. Here's how: Step 1: Deforest the coverage of pump housing (where the oil line goes the burner) and light coverage. Step 2: Remove the thin gasket around the edge. Find and remove the strainer, which is a
cylindrical or cup-shaped wire mesh screen. Step 3: 3: the swarm in kerosenes for a few minutes to loosen any built-up sludent. Carefully clean the strain with an old, soft toothbrush. Step 4: Inspect the strainer. If it is torn or badly bent, replace it with a new pump strainer of the same type. Step 5: Set the
strain in place on the pump, place a new gasket on the edge and then bolt back the coverage of the pump housing. Next, we'll take a look at the switches and stack control the oven. Jupiterimages/Photos.com/Getty Images An oil filter that is hand tighter during installation will become tighter when the
engine heats and cools down. During the 3,000 to 5,000 miles between oil changes, the filter casing can tighter enough that a filter wreck is needed to remove it. Oil filter wrecks are available in many variations, but two common styles are affordable and easy to find. Tape-style filter wrecks fit different-size
filters and adjust to tightly on an enclosure. Socket-style wrecks fit a specified type and size of filter casing, but requires less room to operate than a band-style wreck. Place a driveway in front of each front tape of the vehicle. Drive your vehicle on the car driveways. Turn off the vehicle. Apply the parking
pane. Place a wheel choked behind each back tape of the vehicle. Allow the engine to cool for at least an hour. Slide a drain pan under the vehicle's oil pan. Remove the drain plug from the engine oil pan with an open-end wreck. Allow the oil draining from the engine oil pan. Replace the drain plug. Stiffen
the plug with the open lace wreck. Move the drain pan under the oil filter. Slide the tape of the tape-style wreckage over the oil filter casing with the back of the handle facing counterclockwise. Push the handle counterclockwise to release the oil filter crash of the engine. Pull the handle of the tool clockwise
to rotate the handle as you run out of the room to push the tool handle. Slide the tape-style wreckage off the oil filter enclosure. Rotate the oil filter wrench counterclockwise manually to remove the filter enclosure from the engine. Push a socket filter wrench at the bottom of the oil filter casing. Set a 3/8inch ratchet handle to rotate counterclockwise. Push the end of the ratchet handle into the socket of the socket filter wreckage. Turn the ratchet handle counterclockwise until the oil filter comes loose. Spin the detached filter comprehensive counterclockwise manually to remove it from the engine. Vehicle
rampsWheel chockOil drains panOpen-end wrench3/8-inch ratchet handle Home Family Handyman Is your car's oil all black and gunky? Change it better now. Here's how to choose the right oil and filter for your vehicle. By the DIY experts of The Family Handyman MagazineYou can also like: TBDCar oil
and filtersSArs Lots of choice Viscosity is not the only choice you will have to make when buying oil for your vehicle. Synthetic, conventional, or synthetic blends are of a variety of manufacturers. Whether you're changing your own oil or have a store, do it for you, choosing the right oil, filtering and service
invasion has never been more challenging. Because even if you follow the oil type and viscosity recommendations shown in your owner's tutorial, you still have at least a dozen oil formulations to choose from. And oil filters come in just as many flavors. We can help answer: What oil filter do I need. You
can buy a $14 filter with the highest dirty specifications and the longest mileage rating. But do you need to spend as much as you change your oil on schedule? Then there is the issue of extensive drainage intervals. Can you really go 12,000 to 15,000 miles between oil changes? We contacted experts at
Valvoline, Mobil 1, Pennzoil, Royal Purple, Fram and WIX Filters to get your up-to-date advice you can take to get the bank. And we'll kill some myths in the process. But first, a quick lesson in the basics of engine memering. PrimerOil's engine oil is to create an extremely thin pillow film to separate metal

components and prevent contact as the parts turn and scare against each other. Inside the combustion room, the oil film serves as a sealer to include the gap between the piston rings and the cylinder wall. That constant slide, pounding and shaving friction create heat. So oil's second job is to carry away
the heat of friction and cool metal parts. Next, oil has the engine clean and carries dust, dirt, combustion by-products (soot and acid) and the remains of dilapidated oil to catch off to the filter. In addition, oil should neutralize acids, prevent metal corrosion, and keep foam as notching parts whip air into it.
And it contains antioxidants to protect itself from breakdown. Oil does all of these things. But first it must circulate. To do this, it must flow well. And that's where it gets complicated. Thin oil (5 weight) pumps well when cold. But it mutes when hot, making it harder to maintain a pillow film. Thicker oil (30
weight), on the other hand, maintains a strong pillow film that is not thin when hot. But it is almost impossible to pump when cold. To get the best of both worlds, carmakers specify a multi-viscosity oil (5W-30, for example). It is thin and pumps when cold, but thickens as it heats (see Regular Oil vs.
Synthetic below). Engineers determine exactly which viscosity range is best suited to any specific engine. Apart from neglect, the use of the wrong oil viscosity is the single most common cause of premature engine wear. And most of that wear occurs during cold starts. What is considered a cold start? If
your vehicle didn't run for three or more hours, it's cold — even if you live in Arizona! The recommendations are in your owner's manual or right to the oil filler. Never second guess the Recommendations, even if your know-it-all buddy says another viscosity oil will work better. Ignore the automaker's
recommendations at your own risk. The oil viscosity your car needs can be stamped on the filler cap. Getting rid of old oilold oil won't work If a bottle of oil has been in your garage for more than five years, just go ahead and throw it out. If it's in a look, send it to the Smithsonian. Always sell old oil properly.
Oil has a shelf life of about five years. So if you bought a loadload oil for sale 20 years ago, don't think you can throw it into your 2013 truck. Oil dilapidated in the tin or bottle just from sitting in your garage. Q: My car had a high mile and my buddy told me to switch from 5W-30 to get 20W-50 oil better
piston sealing. A: A 20W-50 oil provides better piston-to-cylinder film strength. But it will contribute more engine at cold startup. Use high mileage (HM) 5W-30 oil instead and get the same protection at start-up and better film strength when hot. Fill only the top line on the dipstickDon't overfillEven if your
engine licks or burns oil and you're tired of toping it down, overfilling is not the answer. Overfilling the crane is really bad for your engine. Even if your engine leaks or fire oil and you're tired of topcoating it down, overfilling isn't the answer. Managing an overfiled engine actually causes excessive oil
consumption that can destroy your catalytic converter (about $1,000 to recover). And, when the oil level is too high, rotating engine whip air into it, turns it into foam. Foam does not lubricate or cool, so engine parts overheat, wear and fail. Adding the wrong oil is better than driving with no oil The wrong oil
is better than no oil if you can't find the correct oil at the nearest convenience store, it's better to add the wrong oil than to continue driving on oil vapor. You are supposed to check your oil level regularly. But most of us don't. If you are driving a leakage or an oil burner and find yourself critically low on oil,
you have to act quickly or you will destroy the engine. If you can't find the correct oil at the nearest convenience store, it's better to add the wrong oil than continue driving on oil frums. Grab a bottle of multiviscosity oil closest to the manufacturer's recommendation and throw in enough to repair the oil level.
If you have just added 1 qt., you can wait until your next oil changes. But if you've added 2 or more quarter of the wrong oil, your vehicle soon gets for an oil change. Oh, and loosen the leak that causes the low oil condition. Q: My engine needs oil. I have a bottle with the correct viscosity and the current
'SN' rating, but it's a different brand. Can I use it to my engine to sit? A: Mix different brands is good. Motor oil for high-mile motorsHigh mileage (HM) oil contains stamp caregivers that criply elderly seals. And it contains additives to enhance film strength when the oil is hot. Depending on the brand, HM
motor oil can also include more anticorrosive, acid-neutralising and anti-bearing additives. If you run high-mile engine and want to keep it running, HM oil is worth the higher price. Q: If I switch to synthetic oil, can I expand drainage intervals? A: If your vehicle is covered by a guarantee (factory or
extended), you must follow the vehicle manufacturer's recommended oil change intervals, even with synthetic oil. If you are not covered by a guarantee, consult the oil manufacturer for its recommended drainage intervals. Regular oil vs. synthetic Regular oil molecules Regulatory oil is a natural, mineralbased material, with molecules ranging in size. These ball-carriers give you the picture. Imagine trying to slide on them! Synthetic oil molekes Synthetic oil is made of oil and gas that is broken apart and reviled, moleculated by molecules. The molecules are a uniform size, so the oil pumps better when
cold and maintains a strong film when hot. Q: I'd like to switch to synthetic motor oil and read it because synthetics have better deterrents, I need to rinse my engine with solvents first. A: Just make the switch- never flush your engine with solvents. Buying good auto oil filter for synthetic oil filter
manufacturers usually makes a few degrees of filters-good, better, best. If you're using a mineral oil and changing it and your filter on schedule, you no longer need to spend for a better filter. But if you're using a synthetic oil or plan to go longer between oil changes, buy a top-of-the-line name-brand filter.
Many newer engines use a cartridge filter instead of a spin-on design. Always note the location of the O-ring if you remove and replace the cap with the new O-ring in the Filter box. Lube the O-ring with oil, and uses a torque wreck set to intensify the manufacturer's specifications to intensify the cap.
Highlight the contact position when you install a new filter Mark the auto oil filter's position when the filter box first makes contactA white paint pen, works fine for black or other dark-colored filters. Black feel pins work well on brighter-colored auto oil filters. Loose auto oil filters are the No. 1 cause of oil
leaks. Follow the stricter instructions on the box. Spin it up until the gasket contacts the increasing surface. Draw a line on the filter in the 12 hour position. Hand-tighter the recommended number of turns and then stop. Larger is no better Follow the manufacturer's recommendations when choosing a car
oil filterDon't think you're getting better filtration by replacing a larger filter just because it fits the wires on your engine. Oil filters are Don't think you're getting better filtration by replacing a larger filter just because it fits the wires on your engine. It may another filter media, flow rate or bypass valve rating as
the correct filter. Do not second-guess the filter manufacturer. Manufacturer.
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